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Interest in clothing is encouraged if pupils are permitted to
make what they need or want. The skillful teacher is able
to have the pupils' desires coincide with their needs and their
parents' wishes.
The pupil herself selects the garment she will make with
the help of illustrative material from current magazines, of
sample clothes, and of patterns which are a part of the school
supplies. The pupil's teacher and her mother help her to
choose one which she needs most urgently, her wardrobe for
the season and allowance influencing the decision. \VTien a
tentative selection of articles has been made, the teacher prob-
ably will let the pupils take a preliminary test which shows
them their knowledge of construction and sewing processes.
The homemaking teacher, who by this period is probably di-
recting clothing study, will have available working-time charts
for each kind of article so that each pupil may estimate the
time needed to make the article she has chosen.
When garments to be made are selected in this way, the
pupils' choices usually narrow to three or four kinds of articles,
and individuality appears in the patterns and materials used.
For example, there will be several blouses, jumpers, skirts, or
collar and cuff sets being made in one class. The teacher
finds this feasible and groups pupils making like things, as
she uses many teaching aids and instructs largely by group
demonstrations.
The pupil studies her pattern and selects a material suitable
for the garment and to her ability as shown by previous work-
manship and the preliminary test. She estimates the quantity
of material needed and purchases it herself. A textile-buying
and arithmetic experience of value is lost, as is personal inter-
est, if a girl's mother buys yardage for a garment without let-
ting the pupil plan for and authorize the purchase.
Cutting, sewing, and fitting processes are learned directly
on the garment itself. Pupils fit each other. Trying on a
garment repeatedly has several values. It not only teaches the
pupil to fit a garment, but also emphasizes correct posture

